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Abstract
The surfaces of fiber woven composites (FWCs), especially woven ceramic
matrix composites (WCMCs), are obviously anisotropic. Many kinds of damage,
which are different from traditional homogeneous materials, could be caused by the
fabrication and machining process. The old surface evaluation system appropriate
for isotropic materials is no longer suitable to WCMCs, thus causing many difficul-
ties in terms of their wide industrial applications. This chapter presents a grading
surface measurement and evaluation system for WCMCs based on their micro-
structures. The system includes four levels: fiber, fiber bundle, cell body, and the
whole surface. On the fiber level, the typical forms of fiber damage, and their
effects on the surface morphology of WCMCs are analyzed, which lays a foundation
for the measurement and evaluation methods on the next three levels. On each
subsequent level, the system proposes a set of surface measurement sampling
parameter determination methods and surface quality evaluation methods based on
the principle of statistics. As demonstrations, the surface measurement and evalua-
tion on each level were processed on a carbon fiber-reinforced silicon carbide
matrix composite (Cf/SiC) to illustrate the methodology of the system.
Keywords: woven ceramic matrix composites, grading surface evaluation,
surface sampling method, confidence interval, residual error estimate
1. Introduction
Fiber woven composites (FWCs) are a kind of new fiber composites. The fibers
inside are woven to form a preform, and then the matrix grows on the preform to
generate the final composites. The woven fibers can heighten the reinforcing effect
of the fibers and improve the mechanical property of the composite. Therefore,
FWCs could perform better than other fiber composites.
Among FWCs, woven ceramic matrix composites (WCMCs) are star materials,
widely used in aerospace, military, national defense, and some other advanced
fields [1–4], because of their high specific strength and rigidity, corrosion and wear
resistance, and other excellent characteristics [5, 6]. For the industrial application of
WCMCs, it is of vital importance to objectively evaluate the surface processing
quality and, on this basis, judge the type and degree of processing damage. To do so,
it is essential to measure the surface topography both accurately and efficiently and
select proper indexes to evaluate the surface process quality. However, WCMCs are
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far more complicated than traditional materials. On the one hand, their surfaces are
anisotropic and inhomogeneous and have obvious directionality and complex
structures, which means that there are difficulties and challenges in measuring and
evaluating their surfaces. Traditional surface measurement and evaluation
approaches for isotropic materials are no longer suitable to WCMCs [7–9]. On the
other hand, the surfaces of an WCMC present more types of processing damage
than isotropic materials, including fiber pullout, debonding, and matrix cracking
[10]. Each shows a different influence on the composite application, and thus
judging the type and degree of processing damage to a WCMC is a new but
difficult task.
To date, there have been no uniform measurement standards to ensure that
undistorted WCMC surface features are obtained or proper evaluation approaches
accurately assess the surface damage [11, 12]. It is widely believed that only 3D
measurements can obtain the complete surface information [7, 13, 14]. However, a
traditional evaluation method used to assess the isotropic materials is limited to a
quantitative description of the entire surface through some typical surface topogra-
phy parameters, which ignores the subtle details of the surface. Such judgment
standards are brief with respect to the direct relation to the surface damage. More-
over, to date, a majority of composite surface evaluations still use the profile arith-
metic mean error Ra as the only evaluation parameter [15–20], which is fairly
incomplete.
As such, the complexity of a WCMC surface calls for a newer and more targeted
methodology that is tightly connected with the topography characteristic. When
we look into the WCMC surface, it is obvious that its composition sequence is as
follows: fiber -fiber bundle -cell body -whole surface [21]. Here, a fiber is the
smallest composing unit, a fiber bundle is the smallest structural unit, and a cell
body is the smallest repeatable unit. A cell body is made up of fiber bundles and
matrix and has a nearly fixed surface microstructure. The material surface is formed
through its repeating copy and translation [22, 23]. Thus, fiber damage influences
the fiber bundle surface, damage to the fiber bundle surface influences the cell body
surface, and damage to the cell body surface influences the whole surface property.
Merely depicting the entire surface at one time without considering the surface
structure composition of a WCMC is inadvisable.
In this chapter, it is proposed that the measurement and evaluation of a WCMC
surface should adopt a grading evaluation system based on its complex surface
structure, which includes the four levels: fiber, fiber bundle, cell body, and the
whole surface. On the fiber level, the typical forms of fiber damage and their effects
on the surface morphology of WCMCs are analyzed, which lays a foundation for
the measurement and evaluation methods on the next three levels. On each subse-
quent level, the system proposes a set of surface measurement sampling parameter
determination methods and surface quality evaluation methods based on the
principle of statistics.
2. Fundamental concepts, devices, and materials of the research
2.1 The microstructure of a WCMC surface
According to the common fabrication process of WCMCs (shown in Figure 1),
single fibers are surface modified to improve the bonding strength between fibers
and matrix, and then several fibers are twined to form a fiber bundle. Multiple fiber
bundles are woven in a certain way to a preform. The preform is then immersed
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into an environment with the elements or components of the matrix. The matrix
can grow on the preform to generate the final WCMCs.
The schematics of the WCMC surfaces of different woven methods (shown in
Figure 2(a–c)) and process angles (shown in Figure 2(d, e)) indicate that there
exists a minimum repeatable unit, which is marked with a red block in the figures.
The unit is composed of the fiber bundles of every directions and the ceramic
matrix. The whole surface can be formed through its repeating copy and translation.
The unit is defined as the “cell body” in this chapter. It is obvious that the shape of a
cell body is not uniform for a WCMC. In fact, the appearance of a cell body can
change with different woven methods and process angles.
In summary, fiber is the minimum characteristic of a WCMC, which forms fiber
bundle. Fiber bundles are woven to different directions. The cell body consists of
fiber bundles of every directions and the matrix. Eventually, the whole surface is
generated by copy and translation of the cell body. Therefore, fiber is the minimum
evaluable unit of WCMCs. Its damage form can influence the surface state of fiber
bundles. Fiber bundles build a bridge between the “microscale” of the fiber and the
Figure 1.
The fabrication process of an WCMC.
Figure 2.
Schematic diagram of different woven patterns of WCMC. (a) 2D, (b) 2.5D, (c) 3D, and (d) 2D woven style
with a processing angle of 90° and (e) 2D woven style with a processing angle of 45°.
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“macroscale” of the cell body. Their surfaces include the information of the fibers
and impact the surface quality of the cell body. Cell body is a key feature. On the
one hand, its components are as complicated as the whole surface, which means
that the evaluation results of a cell body can be used to represent and estimate a
certain range of a whole surface. On the other hand, it is obviously affected by the
fiber bundles and matrix inside; thus the analysis of fiber and fiber bundle can be
used to evaluate the cell body.
In this chapter, it is believed that the measurement and evaluation of WCMCs
should employ a grading system. The evaluation of fiber, fiber bundle, cell body,
and the whole surface should be separately researched and then integrated. On the
fiber level, the typical damage forms of fibers should be identified and classified,
and how the damage influence the using properties should be research. On the
subsequent levels, two tasks should be accomplished. The first one is to select
proper sampling methods to acquire the undistorted surface information. And the
second one is to propose and test reliable evaluation indexes to quantitatively
estimate the main damage type and degree of the surfaces. With all the work above,
a grading measurement and evaluation system for the surface of a WCMC can be
eventually built. The following parts of this chapter introduce the methodologies
on each level.
2.2 The effect of fiber damage on the surface measurement and evaluation of
WCMCs
When processed by machining tools, the surfaces of WCMCs interact with the
cutting edges, leading to fiber damage. The damage of fiber on the one hand causes
the removal of fibers and, on the other hand, turns into the machining defects on
the surfaces. The multifarious types of the damage of WCMCs are the main feature
of difference to the traditional homogeneous materials and, meanwhile, are the
main source of technological difficulty of the evaluation of WCMCs.
The typical forms of damage on the surfaces of WCMCs are the following:
Fiber fracture, which is caused by the cutting edges directly cutting the fibers
off, often happens when the fibers at the cutting area are tightly fixed by the matrix
or by other fibers nearby. The cutting section of fiber fracture is V-shape, and the
bottom of the V often appears plastic deformation, which is caused by the friction
and squeezing between the fibers and the cutting edges. Fiber fracture is the most
common material removal form of WCMCs. If the materials are mainly removed
by fiber fracture, the finished surfaces are always of good quality and with low
roughness.
Fiber pulled-off is caused by the cutting edges breaking the matrix without
cutting off the fibers or the cutting edges pulling the fibers out of matrix without
cutting them off. This type of damage can leave fibers exposed or form holes on the
finished surface, which decreases the surface quality. When the finished surface is
assembled with another part, the raised fiber can act as a tiny cutting edge, harming
the counterpart surface. When the finished surface performs as a friction surface,
the holes may help contain lubricating oil and wear debris, alleviating three-body
wear, thus improving its tribological performances.
Fiber debonding, which is caused by the cutting edges removing the entire layer
of fibers, often occurs when the fibers at cutting area are poorly connected with
the matrix. Fiber debonding can result in collapses of large areas on the surface
and greatly reduce the surface quality.
From the analysis above, it is clear that the machining process can cause mani-
fold types of damage on the surface of WCMCs. Each kind of damage can affect
the quality and performance of the surface in its own way. Therefore, the evaluation
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technology of WCMCs is required to recognize the main type of damage on a
surface and quantitatively estimate the degree of the damage.
Moreover, fiber bundles, cell bodies, and the whole surface are, basically speak-
ing, made up of fibers. Because of the directional arrangements of fibers, the height
of the surface of WCMCs could fluctuate with the period of fiber diameter. The
fiber diameter acts as an obvious fundamental frequency on the surface of WCMCs.
It can influence the sampling parameters, such as sampling step, sampling length,
and sampling area, on other levels. Meanwhile, the direction of fibers determines
the direction of the fundamental frequency and can eventually influence the sam-
pling direction. Thus, the direction and diameter of fibers are tightly connected
with the surface measurement technology of WCMCs.
In conclusion, fiber, as the minimum evaluable unit of a WCMC surface, signif-
icantly influences the grading surface measurement and evaluation system of
WCMCs. On the one hand, when considering whether an evaluation index is
appropriate for WCMC surface, it should be checked whether this index can help
recognize and estimate the type and degree of damage. On the other hand, when
determining the proper sampling parameters, the directionality and the diameter of
fibers must be taken into consideration.
2.3 Surface measurement technology and devices
The measurement of a surface is a process that obtains the height information of
the surface. Surface measurement methods are divided into two classes: contact
measurement, which uses a probe to measure the height data of points on the
surface, and non-contact measurement, which uses light to measure. It was always
believed that contact measurement could achieve higher measurement accuracy,
although its efficiency was quite low and the measurement process was time-
consuming. However, thanks to the development of optical theories and technolo-
gies, the non-contact measurement technology based on white light interferometry
can get extremely high level of accuracy now as well. NANOVEA ST400 (shown in
Figure 3), an optical non-contact measurement system, is used to measure the
surface micro-topography in the research of this chapter.
Because the measurement of a surface is in fact the measurement of the points
on the surface, it has to be determined which points are chosen to be measured. This
Figure 3.
Three-dimensional non-contact surface morphometer.
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topic is related to the sampling strategy, which means how to choose a proper set of
points to measure, in order to make the measurement results of these samples able
to reflect the information of the entire surface. The first question is to use 2D
measurement or 3D measurement.
If a 2D measurement is adopted, points in a line are measured and calculated as
one data set. In this term, sampling step (the length between two adjacent sampled
points), sampling length (the length of the entire sampling line), and sampling
direction (the angle between the sampling line and the structure of the surface)
should be determined. In most instances of 2D measurement, one line of sampling is
not able to reflect the entire surface because of the measuring error and the random
surface damage. Several lines should be selected and measured in order to improve
the stability of the measurement results. Therefore, sampling number (the number
of the sampling lines) is also to be determined.
If a 3D measurement is adopted, an array of points inside the entire surface are
measured and calculated as one data set. That’s to say, the sampling area is the
area of the entire surface. When sampling step is determined, the points to be
measured are selected. It was believed that 3Dmeasurement was more adaptable for
complex surfaces because it could get more information of the surfaces. However,
the research of this chapter proved that, if the surface to be measured is obviously
directional, 3D measurement will lose its advantages and 2D measurement should
be adopted. On the other side, 3D measurement always means long sampling time,
huge data processing work, and, thus, low efficiency.
Selecting proper sampling parameters, including sampling step, length, direc-
tion, number of 2D measurement, and sampling step of 3D measurement, is a
complex work. Small step and large length and number are always related to higher
measuring accuracy but low efficiency and vice versa. Proper sampling parameters
balance both two sides, maintain undistorted sampling, and, on this basis, reduce
sampling points.
2.4 Surface evaluation technology
The task of surface evaluation technology is to select proper statistical charac-
teristics (defined as evaluation indexes in this chapter), which can be calculated
from the measurement data of the heights of the sampling points. The following are
the indexes adopted in the research of the chapter:
For 2D measurement data:
For each sampling profile j, its average is defined as μ0j, the standard deviation is
σ0j, and the normalized height of every sampling point is Z0ij, and thus
μ0j ¼
XM
i¼1
Zij=M (1)
σ0j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXM
i¼1 Zij  μ0j
 2
= M 1ð Þ
r
(2)
Z0ij ¼ Zij  μ0j
 
=σ0j (3)
where the height of every sampling point is defined as Zij, j is the jth profile on
the fiber bundle surface, and the number of sampling points within the sampling
profile isM, whereM = the sampling length/sampling step.
Based on the above, the four 2D evaluation indexes used in the chapter are
profile arithmetic mean error Ra, profile square root deviation Rq, profile skewness
Rsk, and profile kurtosis Rku, which can be calculated as follows:
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Raj ¼
XM
i¼1
Zij
 =M (4)
Rqj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXM
i¼1Zij
2=M
r
(5)
Here, Ra and Rq are quite similar in reflecting the surface roughness,
although Rq is in general more sensitive than Ra to the degree of surface
roughness.
The normalized Rsk0 and Rku0 of the jth profile can be obtained as follows:
Rq0j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXM
i¼1Z0ij
2=M
r
(6)
Rsk0j ¼
XM
i¼1
Z0ij
3= MRq0j
3
 
(7)
Rku0j ¼
XM
i¼1
Z0ij
4= MRq0j
4
 
(8)
According to the definition of Rsk, the closer it is to 0, the more approximate
the sampling profile is to a Gaussian distribution. When Rsk > 0, the profile
presents a positive peak. This indicates that the profile has more crests or the
crest height is larger than the trough height. In contrast, if a profile has more
troughs, or the trough height is larger than the crest height, it presents a
negative peak.
On the other hand, Rku is compared with 3. The closer it is to 3, the more
approximate the sampling profile is to a Gaussian distribution. That is, the degree of
dispersion of the profile data is similar to a Gaussian distribution profile. The more
Rku is greater than 3, the smaller the degree of data dispersion is, and in contrast,
the more Rku is less than 3, the larger the degree of data dispersion is.
For 3D measurement data:
The four 3D evaluation indexes used in the chapter are surface arithmetic mean
deviation Sa, surface square root deviation Sq, surface skewness Ssk, and surface
kurtosis Sku, which can be calculated as follows:
Sa ¼
XM
i¼1
XN
j¼1
Zij
 =M=N (9)
Sq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXM
i¼1
XN
j¼1Zij
2=M=N
r
(10)
Ssk ¼
XM
i¼1
XN
j¼1
Zij
3= MNSq3
 
(11)
Sku ¼
XM
i¼1
XN
j¼1
Zij
4= MNSq4
 
(12)
where the height of every sampling point is defined as Zij and the number of
sampling points within the sampling area isM andN, whereM andN = the sampling
length (of X and Y direction, respectively)/sampling step.
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2.5 Materials used as examples in the chapter
In order to illustrate the measurement and evaluation method, several materials
were measured and evaluated as examples in this chapter. The information of the
materials is shown as follows:
The carbon fiber-reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composite (Cf/SiC)
was fabricated through chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) combined with a liquid
melt infiltration process (LMI) [24]. The preform was prepared using a 3D needling
method and densified using CVI to form a porous carbon/carbon (C/C) composite.
Next, the porous C/C composite was converted into Cf/SiC during LMI, in which
silicon carbide (SiC) matrix was formed through a reaction with carbon and melted
silicon [25]. The density of the Cf/SiC composite is 1.85 g/cm
3.
The fiber diameter of the material is about 7 μm, and size of the cell body is
about 1.6 mm  1.6 mm.
The Cf/SiC specimens were ground with four different processing angles. For
90° processing angle, the fiber bundles are divided into side fiber bundles and end
fiber bundles, according to their directions (shown in Figure 4).
3. The measurement and evaluation of fiber bundle surfaces
3.1 Measurement strategy and sampling direction
When measuring fiber bundle surfaces, 2D measurement should be adopted
because of the obvious directionality of the surfaces. Here we take the surface of
Cf/SiC with a processing angle of 90° as an example. Owing to the directionality of
the fiber bundles, different sampling directions often result in different numerical
characteristics, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. We can see that no matter what type of
measurement direction is applied, there is no influence on the 3D surface
Figure 4.
Definition of the processing angle of Cf/SiC [26].
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topography. That is, a 3D sampling and evaluation method may not be able to
reflect the surface details of the fiber bundle. The use of one or a group of 3D
evaluation indexes based on a 3D sampled data fails to reflect the damage types
related to the fiber orientation and machining direction.
On the side surface of a fiber bundle, the bonding strength between the fiber and
matrix is weaker than that of the end surface. The most direct reflection of the
machining direction is fiber damage such as fiber debonding, fiber fractures and
delamination. The fiber direction scale is more notable than the machining direction
scale, and the directionality of the surface topography mainly depends on the fiber
orientation. On the end surface of a fiber bundle, the fiber is mainly subjected to a
shear force. The main fiber damage is fiber shearing and fiber pullout. The machining
Figure 5.
Side surface topography of a fiber bundle with a scanning track perpendicular and parallel to the fiber direction
[27]. (a) Surface topography-scanning track perpendicular to the fiber direction. (b) Surface topography-
scanning track parallel to the fiber direction. (c) Original profile 1, scanning track perpendicular to the fiber
direction. (d) Original profile 1, scanning track parallel to the fiber direction. (e) Original profile 2, scanning
track perpendicular to the fiber direction. (f) Original profile 2, scanning track parallel to the fiber direction.
Figure 6.
End surface topography of a fiber bundle with a scanning track perpendicular and parallel to the machining
direction [27]. (a) Surface topography-scanning track perpendicular to the machining direction. (b) Surface
topography-scanning track parallel to the machining direction. (c) Original profile 1, scanning track
perpendicular to the machining direction. (d) Original profile 1, scanning track parallel to the machining
direction. (e) Original profile 2, scanning track perpendicular to the machining direction. (f) Original profile
2, scanning track parallel to the machining direction.
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direction scale is more notable than the fiber orientation scale, and the directionality
of the surface topography mainly depends on the machining direction.
On the side surface of a fiber bundle, as shown in Figure 5(c, e), when the
scanning track is perpendicular to the fiber direction, the profile shows damage
between fibers, whereas the profiles only show single fiber damage when the
scanning track is parallel to the fiber direction (Figure 5(d, f)), which means that
the profiles cannot reflect the machining effect on the whole fiber bundle surface.
The same phenomenon occurs in the end surface of a fiber bundle. When the
scanning track is perpendicular to the machining direction, the profile shows the
integrated influence of the processing (Figure 6(c, e)); however, when the scan-
ning track is parallel to the machining direction, the profiles simply show the effect
of a single grain on the surface (Figure 6(d, f)).
From the analysis above, it can be seen that the 2D sampling and evaluation
method is more suitable for a fiber bundle scale measurement. To guarantee mea-
surement accuracy and consider the influence of the fiber orientation and machin-
ing direction on the surface topography, the scanning track should be perpendicular
to the fiber orientation on the side surface of a fiber bundle and perpendicular to the
machining direction on the end surface.
According to our research, it may be reasonably inferred that, for planes which
are not truly along the fibers, the influence of the fiber orientation and machining
direction should be considered. When the surface is full of processing traces and the
fiber orientation is so obscure, the sampling direction should be perpendicular to
the machining direction. In other cases, the sampling direction should still be
perpendicular to the projection direction on the vertical plane along the fiber axis.
However, a definite conclusion in this regard still requires further research.
3.2 Determination of sampling length and number
The side surface of Cf/SiC with processing angle of 90° is taken as an example to
illustrate the determination method of sampling length when measuring a fiber
bundle surface. Since the diameters of the fibers are approximately 7 μm, a set
of candidate sampling length are chosen as the integral multiple of 7 μm,
namely, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56, 63, 70, 77, 84, 91, 98, 105, 112, 119, 126, 133,
140, and 147 μm. In each sampling length, 1500 surface profiles are measured with
a constant sampling step of 0.1 μm. And 2D surface roughness Ra of each profile is
obtained.
According to the numerical values of 1500 Ra, a frequency histogram is made. It
can be seen that the distribution of 2D surface roughness Ra in every sampling
length is almost of its normal distribution. The result shown in Figure 7 is the one
using normal distribution function to fit the frequency histogram. With the growth
of sampling length (Figure 8(a)), the curves are thinner and higher. Their shapes
do not change any more in the case that sampling length is more than a certain value
(Figure 8(b)). It is known to all that normal distribution has two parameters: the
mean value μ and the standard deviation σ. μ is the location parameter and describes
the central tendency position of the normal distribution. σ demonstrates the dis-
crete degree of data. The larger the σ is, the more decentralized the data is, leading
to a fact that the curve is fatter and lower. On the contrary, the more concentrated
the data is, the thinner and taller is the curve. That is to say, Ra is gradually
convergent and concentrated while the sampling length increases.
Figure 8 clearly shows the changing trends of standard deviation σ and the mean
value Raave of 1500 2D surface roughness Ra under different sampling length. It can
be found that with the increase of sampling length, both σ and Raave are gradually
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decreasing and becoming steady. When the sampling length reaches to 120 μm,
Raave is stable around 1297.3 nm.
Based on the results obtained above, a speculation is proposed that the mean
value of a few number of Ra can steadily estimate the entire surface roughness of
fiber bundle. The average value of Ra under the changing sampling number from 10
to 150 and the constant sampling length 120 μm could be obtained, which is
represented by Raavg. Under every sampling number, the measurement process
repeats 50 times independently. Then the maximum relative error of every sam-
pling number, calculated by Eq. (13), is demonstrated in Figure 9. It is shown that
with the rise of sampling numbers, the maximum relative error would decrease
dramatically. Once the number of Ra reaches to 70 or above, it is stable under 2%,
which is acceptable in terms of accuracy.
δ ¼ Raave  Raavg
 =Raave ∗ 100% (13)
According to the analysis given above, the conclusion can be made that as long
as extracting surface profiles averagely distributed on the side surface of Cf/SiC
composite fiber bundle with the appropriate sampling length and sampling number,
the mean value of Ra is steady and can estimate the whole surface roughness. For
Figure 8.
The changing trends of σ and Raave under different sampling length [24].
Figure 7.
The distribution of 2D surface roughness Ra under different sampling length [24]. (a) With the sampling
lengths of 7,42 84 125 and 147. (b) With the sampling lengths of 119,126 133 140 and 147.
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Cf/SiC composite used in the present work, the critical sampling length is 119 μm,
which is about 17 times of the fiber diameter, and sampling number is 70.
3.3 Determination of sampling step
In this section, the side surface and end surface of Cf/SiC with processing angle
of 90° are taken as an example to illustrate the determination method of sampling
step, under the condition that the critical sampling length is 150 μm and sampling
number is 200. It is clear that using a smaller sampling step can achieve more
accurate surface data, whereas a too small step may cause an unnecessary sampling
time and data processing cost. A method is proposed to determine the maximum
sampling step (MaxSS) that can minimize the data size under the premise of
undistorted surface sampling.
We start from setting the data measured at the step of 0.05 μm as a certain type
of real value μ of surface topography parameters. The data measured using larger
steps are to be compared with the real values μ to determine whether they are
acceptable in terms of accuracy. To set a range of acceptance, the idea of a confi-
dence interval in probability theory is used. If the real value is μ, a measurement
result that is acceptable based on confidence level of 1-αmust fall into a computable
interval. Based on the probability theory, when the mean value of the overall sample
μ is known and the standard deviation σ is unknown, the confidence interval of the
mean value μ with the confidence level (1  α) is
μ tα=2 n 1ð ÞS=
ffiffiffi
n
p
, μþ tα=2 n 1ð ÞS=
ffiffiffi
n
p 	
(14)
where S is the standard deviation of the samples and n is the number of the
samples.
By looking up the table-α quantile of the t-distribution, tα=2 n 1ð Þ is available,
and thus the corresponding confidence intervals are obtained. Therefore, the sam-
pling step gradually increases until the measurement result falls out of the accep-
tance range at that step. This means that this step, and the steps larger than it, can
no longer achieve accurate surface data. The largest permitted sampling step can be
determined under each single evaluation index. Combining all indexes, the global
MaxSS can be determined.
Here, Raave, Rqave, Rskave, and Rkuave on a Cf/SiC fiber bundle surface are taken
as the evaluation standards. For each index, the real value is determined as the value
measured based on a sampling length of 150 μm, sampling number of 200, and
sampling step of 0.05 μm. In addition, tα=2 n 1ð Þ can be found to be 2.326 when the
confidence coefficient is 98%. After that, μ and S can easily be calculated. The
Figure 9.
The changing trend of the maximum relative error under different number of Ra [24].
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acceptance range of each index is obtained through Eq. (14). The sampling length
and sampling number are invariable, and the sampling step is gradually increased.
All measurement results are shown in Figure 10 (side surface) and Figure 11 (end
surface).
What needs to be mentioned is that the data used in Figures 10 and 11 are
acquired using a sampling direction perpendicular to the fiber orientation on the
side surface and the machining direction on the end surface. For each index, the
upper and lower limits express the acceptance range. The measurement result that
first falls out of range is marked with a red box, and the last sampling step before it
is the MaxSS of this index. Combining all four indexes on each surface, the global
MaxSS is 0.75 μm on a side surface and 1 μm on an end surface, which are approx-
imately 1/10 of the fiber diameter.
3.4 Evaluation indexes
This chapter proposes four indexes for evaluating a fiber bundle surface,
namely, Ra, Rq, Rsk, and Rku. To illustrate how the four indexes can estimate the
main type and degree of damage of a fiber bundle surface, the side surface and end
surface of Cf/SiC with processing angle of 90° are taken as a demonstration. The
surfaces of Cf/SiC were process with three machining methods: a) ground using a
grinding wheel with a wheel speed of 15 m/s, grinding depth of 0.15 mm, feed rate
of 4 m/min, and grain mesh size of 80#; b) polished using a 1200# sandpaper under
a constant force of 5 N, spindle speed of 0.1 m/s, and sliding time of 60s; and c)
friction against a ZrO2 disk under a constant force of 30 N, spindle speed of 0.5 m/s,
and sliding time of 3600 s. The three different methods caused different surface
topographies and damages. Therefore, a proper set of indexes should be able to
reflect the difference of the six kinds of surfaces.
Figure 10.
Changing trends of four evaluation indexes with increasing sampling steps on fiber bundle side surface [27].
(a) Raave, (b) Rqave, (c) Rskave, and (d) Rkuave.
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After measuring the six surfaces with the sampling length of 280 μm and sam-
pling number of 200, the scanning track perpendicular to the fiber orientation and
machining direction, and the sampling step of 0.5 μm, four indexes can be calcu-
lated for every surface. The results are shown in Table 1.
The data in Table 1 reflect that, regardless of the surface processing method
used, the side surfaces are rougher than the end surfaces, which can be indicated by
all side surfaces having larger Raave and Rqave than the end surfaces. This phenom-
enon can be explained as follows. During the machining process, the anti-shear
strength of the end surface is stronger; it is thus not easy for the fibers to be pulled-
out and form surface damage, and the end surface becomes smoother than the side
surface. However, fiber debonding and fiber delamination are more likely to
appear, leading to more damage and a rougher surface on the side surface. In
addition, for both fiber orientation surfaces, Raave and Rqave of the friction-applied
surfaces are the smallest, followed by sandpaper-polished surfaces, and finally
Figure 11.
Changing trends of four evaluation indexes with increasing sampling steps on fiber bundle end surface [27].
(a) Raave, (b) Rqave, (c) Rskave, and (d) Rkuave.
Fiber bundle surface Raave/μm Rqave/μm Rskave Rkuave
Side surface, ground 1.97  0.03 2.44  0.03 0.55  0.05 3.29  0.10
Side surface, sandpaper polished 0.98  0.02 1.41  0.05 2.15  0.09 6.48  0.59
Side surface, friction 0.56  0.02 0.78  0.02 0.84  0.07 7.96  0.44
End surface, ground 1.23  0.02 1.56  0.03 0.31  0.04 3.60  0.12
End surface, sandpaper polished 0.26  0.01 0.36  0.01 1.39  0.35 12.80  0.55
End surface, friction 0.20  0.01 0.24  0.01 0.34  0.19 21.14  2.88
Table 1.
Fiber bundle surface parameters of three processing methods [27].
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ground surfaces. A conclusion can be made that Raave and Rqave are both valid in
evaluating the degree of surface roughness. The rougher the surface is, the larger
Raave and Rqave are.
As a comparison, Rkuave of either a ground side surface or a ground end surface
is roughly equal to 3. That is, the height distribution approximately obeys a Gauss-
ian distribution on both surfaces. Polishing with sandpaper or sliding against a ZrO2
disk can make the surfaces flat, thus decreasing the amount of surface damage.
Meanwhile, they show larger Rkuave values. It is clear that the surfaces after friction
turn out to have the fewest numbers of surface defects, and Rkuave of the friction
surfaces has the biggest value among the three processing methods on both the side
and end surfaces. It can be seen that Rkuave is related to the amount of surface
damage. The less damage a surface has, the larger Rkuave is.
For both ground surfaces, Rskave is close to 0, which is consistent with their
Gaussian distribution characteristic. For the surfaces polished by a sandpaper, the
crests are chipped off during this processing, with the original troughs remaining,
and thus it is reasonable for these two surfaces to have a larger negative Rskave. After
friction is applied, however, their Rskave values reach closer to 0 again, which can
be explained by the wear debris embedded into the troughs during the friction
Figure 12.
Topographies of the six surfaces [27].
Figure 13.
SEM images of the six surfaces [27].
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process decreasing the height of the troughs. Thus, it can be inferred that Rskave is
able to reflect the damage type or degree of the surface. A larger negative Rskave
value is caused by a trough-dominant surface, and a larger positive Rskave value is
caused by a crest-dominant surface. The surface state can be inferred by combining
Rskave and Rkuave.
Figure 12 shows the fiber bundle surface topographies of three processing
methods. Figure 13 shows the microscopic surface topography of six surfaces. It is
clear that the values of the four proposed indexes have a strong and direct connec-
tion with the surface damage and, thus, have a good feasibility and interpretability
for a surface evaluation.
4. The measurement and evaluation of cell body surfaces and the whole
surfaces
4.1 Measurement strategy
Cell body contains different fiber bundle orientations, and the whole surface is
composed of cell bodies; thus standard procedures designated to 2D profile sam-
pling at fiber bundle are in general not applicable for 3D topography measurement
for cell body and the whole surfaces, because 2D measurement is of directionality
which mainly reflects the damage between fibers, the fiber, and the matrix.
Whereas for cell body and the whole surfaces, the scales are bigger, thus the
measurement and evaluation mainly reflect the damage between fiber bundles and
the matrix, which cannot consider the integrated effect of the fiber orientation and
the processing direction simultaneously. Therefore, a 3D surface measurement and
evaluation method should be adopted at these two grades.
4.2 Determination of MaxSS on cell body surfaces
A proper sampling step can make the surface information of a cell body
extracted accurately and meanwhile save the cost of data collection and processing.
MaxSS refers to the balance point of the accuracy and sampling cost. If a sampling
step larger than the MaxSS is adopted, the information of a surface is distorted; if a
sampling step larger than the MaxSS is adopted, unnecessary data sampling cost is
spent. Therefore, how to determine the MaxSS on a cell body surface is very
important. This section proposes a method for this topic, based on the principle of
residual estimation.
For a cell body surface, the following steps can be executed to determine the
MaxSS:
Sample the surface using a small sampling step of the measurement device
which is at least one third of the WCMC fiber diameter.
Calculate Sa, Sq, Ssk, and Sku based on the sampling results, and set them as
surface standard values θ (the standard value here does not refer to the ideal
measurement result which has no error, rather, it means a standard which can be
used to check whether other measurement results are acceptable).
Generally speaking, this standard value θ, containing measurement error, can be
regarded as a random variable, which obeys Normal distribution, so, θ N (μ1, σ12).
A measurement result θ that is obtained from a larger sampling step obeys Normal
distribution as well, so, θ  N (μ2, σ22). Because θ and θ are both the measurement
results of the same surface, their expectation is equal to the ideal real value (with no
errors) of the surface. Therefore,
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μ1 ¼ μ2 (15)
Set e as the difference between θ and θ,
e ¼ θ  θ (16)
Since θ and θ are independent identically distributed (IID), their difference e
obeys Normal distribution too:
e  N μ2  μ1, σ12 þ σ22
 
(17)
Combining Eqs. (16) and (17) together,
e  N 0, σ12 þ σ22
 
(18)
Based on the analysis above, for a set of measurement results obtained from
different sampling steps, the Residual Errors (REs) between each of them and the
standard value θ are IID to Normal distribution, so
RE  N 0, σ2  (19)
For every actual engineering question, it is reasonable to find an acceptable
range of RE according to the actual requirements of measurement. For example, if
the 15% smallest REs are acceptable, the acceptable measurement results fall into
the range of
θ‐0:39σ, θ þ 0:39σ½  (20)
When the sampling step is small enough, the measurement result is in the range
above. However, if the sampling step grows larger, the measurement result will go
out of the range sooner or later. The largest sampling step that holds the measure-
ment result within the range of Eq. (20) can be defined as the MaxSS for cell body
surface measurement.
Here we take the measurement of a cell body of the Cf/SiC with processing angle
of 90° as an example. The sampling steps of 1–45 μm were adopted to measure the
cell body. The measurement results of 1 μmwere set as the standard values. The rest
of the results were compared with the standard values to calculate the REs. The
acceptable ranges of measurement results are available through Eq. (20).
The changing trends of the measurement results of the four evaluation indexes
under different sampling steps are illustrated in Figure 14. The red and blue lines
refer to the boundaries of the acceptable ranges calculated from Eq. (20). It is clear
that when the sampling steps exceed a certain value (in red blocks), the
corresponding results begin to go out of the ranges. Then the MaxSS can be deter-
mined for each index. Combining the four MaxSSs together, the MaxSS is available
and for this material, it is 7 μm.
It can also be proved that the MaxSS of a cell body is approximately equal to the
diameter of its reinforcing fiber.
4.3 Relationship between the measurement of cell body and the whole surface
The whole surface of a WCMC consists of many cell bodies. Some cell bodies
nearby each other faced the same fabrication and machining process and may
perform similar surface quality. Therefore, the measurement and evaluation of a
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Figure 14.
The changing trends of (a) Sa (b) Sq (c) Ssk and (d) Sku with sampling steps on cell body surface [28].
Figure 15.
Evaluation parameters with processing angles on cell body surface of Cf/SiC (a) Sa, (b) Sq, (c) Ssk,
and (d) Sku.
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cell body can be used to estimate the surface quality state of a certain area nearby it.
It has been proved that, for the exampled Cf/SiC with processing angles of 0°, 30°,
45°, and 90°, the measurement results of the four indexes of one cell body have the
similar values with the results of the nearby four cell bodies (shown in Figure 15).
5. Conclusions
This chapter aims at providing a grading surface measurement and evaluation
system for woven ceramic matrix composites. The system contains four grading of
fiber, fiber bundle, cell body, and the whole surface. The main conclusions are as
follows:
1.The type and degree of the damage on fibers influence the processing quality
and property of the surface. The diameter and the direction of the fibers
determine the measurement parameters when sampling fiber bundle or cell
body surfaces.
2.2D measurement should be adopted on fiber bundle surfaces. Sampling
parameters, including sampling length, number, step, and direction should be
determined carefully to balance the accuracy and the efficiency. Four
evaluation indexes, namely, Ra, Rq, Rsk, and Rku, are usable for fiber bundle
surface evaluation.
3.3D measurement should be adopted on cell body surfaces. Maximum sampling
step can be determined with the principle of residual estimate. Sa, Sq, Ssk, and
Sku are usable on this grade.
4.The whole surface is consist of many cell bodies. Therefore, a small number of
cell bodies can be used to represent a larger area nearby. This idea can help
reduce the workload when measuring and evaluating a large area of WCMC
surface.
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